Best practices in digitizing paper for a remote workforce
QUICKLY, ABOUT ME: WASIM

- **Chief Digital Officer for Ripcord**
  Responsible for Business Development, Marketing, Alliances & Partnerships

- **Former Head of Xerox Global Digital Solutions and General Manager Xerox DocuShare**
TODAY’S AGENDA:

- **Key Recent Market Trends & Their Impact on Digitization**
- **About RIPCORD & New Ways We Help Bring Clients Value**
TRENDS: NEW ERA OF WORKING IN 2020+ ‘SURREAL TIMES’

GREATER IMPACT ON OFFICE WORKERS & BUSINESS CONTINUITY

RADICAL PROCESS SHIFTS

INVESTMENTS NICE VS MUST ‘HAVES’

INACCESSIBLE DOCUMENTS

INEFFICIENT SEARCH TOOLS & POOR PRODUCTIVITY

DIGITAL ALTERNATIVES GROWTH
TRENDS: DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION CHALLENGES NEED ADDRESSING

- Improved Customer Experience Vital
- Reduce Content & Process Time and Cost to Access Data
- Better Leverage of Automation Tools
- Faster Decision Making
- Strong Compliance & Audit
- Contextual Data Awareness for Processes
Ripcord is the world’s leading robotics digitization company, combining hardware and software robotics to process and digitize paper-based records via an Integrated SaaS offering.

Focused on smart robotics digitization, smart content management with AI and helping better enable RPA and business processes.
RIPCORD INTEGRATED OFFERING VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1w2GwO6G6c&t=2s
OFFERING: BEST PRACTICE APPROACH & TOOLS

1ST COMPANY OF OUR KIND IN THE WORLD
SPEED & ACCURACY
PRIVACY & SECURITY
QUALITY & CLARITY

SMART ROBOTICS
DIGITIZATION

SMART CONTENT MANAGEMENT & AI
THE DATA'S THE THING
EXTRACT & ENRICH DATA FROM DOCUMENTS

BUSINESS PROCESS ENABLEMENT
TURNING DATA INTO KNOWLEDGE
INTEGRATE TO AUTOMATE

SPEED & ACCURACY
PRIVACY & SECURITY
QUALITY & CLARITY
USE CASES & VALUE RIPCORD BRINGS

CURRENT HIGHER DEMAND USE CASES

LOAN ORIGINATION

CORRESPONDENCE MANAGEMENT

HR RECORDS MANAGEMENT

KEY CUSTOMER VALUE EXAMPLE SET

CONSOLIDATION EFFICIENCIES

VARYING DATA TYPES/UNSTRUCTURED

EFFECTIVE DECISION MAKING
RE-CAP ON HOW OUR ROBOTICS & SOFTWARE APPROACH HELPS

- Full text search
- Viewer
- Metadata Search
- Taxonomy Views

Acquisition Content → Robot Assisted Scanning → Digital Twin → Image Classifier → Data Extraction

Data Store

Advanced search/taxonomy → Export data

Enterprise integration
SUMMARY & NEXT STEPS

VALUE & BENEFITS OF RIPCORD

• Integrated approach delivers higher value
• Easier accessibility to data and simpler file structures
• Greater understanding of data context helps decision making
• Cloud first approach
• Higher focus on CX helps improves client journey
• Compliance & audit as part of software platform

LEARN MORE & USE CASES

https://www.ripcord.com/solutions/#loan-origination
THANK YOU